





























 ത𝑦𝑠𝑡 = σℎ=1
𝐿 𝑁ℎ𝑦ℎ
𝑁





𝐿 𝑊ℎ ത𝑦ℎ equal to the sample mean only in case of 
proportional allocation
Stratified random sampling












𝑛ℎ 𝑦ℎ𝑖 − ത𝑦ℎ
2
𝑛ℎ − 1
An unbiased estimate of the variance of ത𝑦𝑠𝑡 is:
𝑣 ത𝑦𝑠𝑡 =
σℎ=1




















Variance of the estimate of the 


















Thompson and Seber approach
 Stratified random survey in k phases
 The conventional stratified estimator, based on the data from the 
kth phase, is unbiased for the population total 
The weighted average with any fixed set of 
weights is an unbiased estimator of the population total
 3 kinds of weights:
• same weight for the estimators of the different phases (weights
independent of the observations)
• weights proportional to the sample sizes


























2 + 𝑣 ത𝑦𝑠𝑡


















The loss due to using the compromise sample design rather than















)ˆ( relative increment of the compromise 
sampling variance with respect to the 










weighted average of increments 
over the whole set of variables 
Bethel multivariate allocation
Cap. 14-8
Bethel (1985, 1989) uses Convex Programming 
methods:
Minimizing a linear cost function with respect to 
sample sizes in each stratum subject to the 
convex constraints 𝑉 ෠𝑌𝑔 ≤ 𝑉𝑔
where 𝑉( ෠𝑌𝑔ሻ is the estimated sampling variance 
of the total for the g-th survey variable
𝑉𝑔 can be a target sampling variance or the upper 
bound for estimated sampling variance of the 
total for all target variables, 𝑔 = 1,… , 𝐺
